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ABSTRACT  

 

Our right to privacy is often taken as being an implicit right, one that is rarely 

questioned as we move about the city. However, standing in marked 

contrast to this right, is the government’s need to surveil and control society 

in delivering the narrative to provide security for its citizens. Over the years, 

the UK government have continued to increase both the number and use 

of surveillance cameras, with an estimated of 4.9 million cameras in 

comparison with previous years projections of 1.5 million.1Now, in the name 

of security, we are being profiled, categorized, and our rights undermined. 

It is the purpose of this proposal to educate, disclose such facts whilst 

exploring a different, more empowering function for surveillance, as part of 

an effort to gain our rights over the city.  

 

London is the most surveilled city in the world, and it is here in the 

neighborhood of Bow, that I have attempted to explore the possibility of 

managing some of the footage from CCTV cameras for the public benefit. 

My thesis will propose to change the way surveillance is currently utilized. By 

re-appropriating these devices to a network of various community actors 

and collaborators, so they can be part of a self-managed, evidence 

building platform, fore fronting social values of the everyday city, rather 

than surveillance and control of a dominant entity. Towards this end, 

evidence of underused car park will be collected so that they can be 

argued as ineffective revenue generators towards public assets. The final 

goal being to generate safety through use, rather than employing more 

cameras or applying further measures of control. The method for 

implementing this proposal, will take the form of using an independent and 

self managed digital surveillance platform, to store evidence of use. Utilizing 

this process as a means of empowerment within the neighborhood. 
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Passers by rushing around, trying to keep up with the neoliberal pace of the 

city. Others sit in cafes with their eyes glued to their laptops. Whether it be 

personal or business, what was once typically reserved for our private lives, 

is now manifesting itself in the public arena. There is this new paradigm, one 

where the public world constantly seems to be engaging in private 

business: conversations, information searches, messaging, are conducted 

everywhere. Now as a result of the worldwide internet, our private 

exchanges have become part of the fabric of the public sphere. 

 

As human beings we value our privacy, whether we are enjoying the 

outdoors and communing with nature, or whether we are just having a 

peaceful cup of tea in our own home. We know that people are most 

relaxed and comfortable when they are able to enjoy a ‘private and safe 

environment’. That special space where personal moments are kept from 

the public domain. Perhaps there is a willful naïveté on our part, when we 

go about our daily life. We have become willfully oblivious to who is really 

listening in on our conversations, reading our messages, or monitoring our 

every move via the surveillance camera? Are we tacitly agreeing to this 

phenomena by allowing third parties to surreptitiously collect our data? 

Have we as a result of this constant, ever-present, exposure, become 

vulnerable to prying government and private agencies? Is what we 

experience but an inevitable outcome of technology, or perhaps it should 

be but a beginning for establishing a new dialogue that can help inform our 

design decisions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1- OBJECTIVES & SUMMARY 

 

The idea being that the surveillance of public spaces can become a topic 

to learn about, it becomes an open topic of public debate. We must 

question how to utilize architecture as a means of creating a public 

awareness on how current technological and surveillance practices 

jeopardize citizen’s rights and propose alternatives and oppositions.  
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The research question that guides this thesis and my long term research 

being: 

 

What are the benefits and drawbacks of surveillance in society? 

 

In order to redefine the actual and potential roles of surveillance, it is 

necessary to question its current practices and repercussions towards a 

technology of surveillance as an empowering tool for communities.  

 
2- MOTIVATION 

 

It goes without saying that in today's world one can scarcely survive without 

being connected to a digital device. Technology has now become so 

embedded in our lives that we can for the most part, no longer imagine we 

can survive without it. This phenomenon has motivated me to ask a number 

of questions on how architecture relates to technology and vice versa.  

 

Does for example the use of technology effect how a city grows? 

 

How does the constant surveillance change the notion of publicness in our 

neighbourhoods? 

 

Does the uncontrolled use of surveillance diminish our trust in others? 

 

 

 
SECTION II: BACKGROUND 

 

The digital age with its speed of development has, thrown us into an 

unfamiliar realm where freedom and human rights are frequently violated, 

making the private more public and thrusting our personal data into the 

public sphere. As far back as 1958, Henry Landsberger described the 

Hawthorne Effect (the observer effect). 2 That is, it became evident that 

people’s behavior fluctuated drastically, when they were aware of being 

observed and acknowledged. More recent experiments have tested this 

theory. In a study conducted at Newcastle University, the increasing level of 

bicycle theft in a neighborhood was diminished by 62%, by simply placing a 

poster with cropped printed eyes and the message “Cycle thieves, we are 

                                                 
2 Monahan, Torin; Fisher, Jill A. (June 1, 2010). "Benefits of 'Observer Effects': Lessons from the 

Field". U.S. National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health. 
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watching you”. 3  It suggested how a simple intervention could have 

noticeable crime-reduction benefits by “engaging the psychology of 

surveillance and even in the absence of surveillance itself.” Hence, the 

rationale for the explosion of CCTV cameras in the world, with their promise 

of providing security in public and private spaces. Thus, it was but a matter 

of time before governments and companies, realized how this 

phenomenon could be used as an efficient control mechanism. And in the 

ensuing years it has indeed become a common object in our lives, a latent, 

surreptitious observer that while providing some measure of security, has as 

its downside, the ability to undermine our trust.  

 

“It is not whether (it) is going to happen, it is already happening. We live in a 

surveillance state today.”4  

 

The direction where society is heading to is uncertain; in part because 

technology influences society and is developing at an ever-faster rate, 

steering every activity, space and decision made on a daily basis. British 

society is one of the most surveilled in the world, in the United Kingdom 

alone, it is estimated that “there are up to 5.9 million closed-circuit television 

cameras in the country, including 750,000 in “sensitive locations” such as 

schools, hospitals, and care homes. That works out as being approximately 

one camera for every 11 people in the UK.5 

 

Different platforms and disciplines, such as the London-based organization, 

Privacy International are helping to investigate and expose the secret world 

of government surveillance and the public and private agencies that help 

enable them to perform their surreptitious tasks. Programmers and 

computer specialists are also engaging in ways to make the exploitation of 

our data visible. Programs such as data selfie6 (a program which makes 

visible the information shared in social networks and how the media 

consumes this information) are helping reveal to the public how the 

information we voluntarily provide to social media organizations like 

Facebook is processed and used. Artists like Banksy have with his/her(?) 

dark humor, epigrams and graffiti, continue to address global issues, 

uncontrolled surveillance being one of them. All have been and continue 

to be involved in addressing this massive unprecedented scale of 

surveillance and with it data exploitation. Reminding us all, that everyone’s 

information and that everything we do translates into data, a valuable, 

                                                 
3 Bateson Melissa, Nettle Daniel, and Nott Kenneth. ‘Cycle Thieves, We Are Watching You’: 

Impact of a simple Signage Intervention against Bicycle Theft. December 2012 
4 Roosth, Sophia 
5 Carr, Emma. BBW. Evans, Ian. Report: London No Safer for all its CCTV Cameras. 2012 
6 Data X, https://dataselfie.it/.   

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/9856140/New-code-to-curb-surveillance-state-will-not-cover-most-CCTV.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/9856140/New-code-to-curb-surveillance-state-will-not-cover-most-CCTV.html
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intangible resource which can be used by governments and companies to 

both control and have power over us all.  

 
3- ROLE OF ARCHITECTURE & THE NOTION OF CONTEXT 

 

According to the Oxford dictionary, the definition of architecture is, “The art 

of designing and constructing buildings”. This has been the description that 

has been sustained through the years and from which people have come 

to understand the role of the architect. It is a concept whose very idea is 

embedded in the city in which they move every day. However, in the 21st 

century the concept of architecture as being merely the generation of 

physical structures in a neoliberal context where spatial practice is more 

complex, the idea of architecture as physical commodity falls short of 

today’s rapidly changing, technological society. In today’s world, there is a 

greater need to take in to consideration, all of the different forces that have 

shaped today’s cities and thus redefine the role of the architect. However, 

this is only possible when architects put aside the common belief that their 

role is only to design and build buildings and the attitude, that they above 

all others, have the expertise and the knowledge on how a city should 

function. Cedric Price once stated that the abilities of the architect to 

change the world were overrated and that considering ‘not building when 

looking to a project’, or that one should not at least always be thinking of 

building as being the immediate solution for every change in a city.  
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 Cedric Price at the private view of his exhibition ‘The Evolving Image’ wearing glasses with wipers on. The 

exhibition was ‘intended to show the usefulness of drawing – not the usefulness of Cedric Price’. 

Photographer: Kathy de Witt 

Credit: Kathy de Witt / RIBA Library Photographs Collection 

 

In support of this concept, one needs to dismiss the idea of the architect as 

an individual hero7.  Architecture should not be considered as an isolated 

practice, but one that re-examines its spatial typologies with the current 

complex city. This notion refers to not only the visual tangible structures and 

their immediate surroundings but also people’s physical and emotional 

interactions. That is, we must consider not only the material, texture, shape, 

smell, and function of a structure, but also the social and digital forces that 

construct the urban context. That is for the purpose of this thesis, what I 

define as the “ethereal”.  

 

Ethereal force is capable of shaping spaces and enabling us to create the 

city. This interaction between humans and non-humans, tangible/visible 

and non-visible/intangible recognizes Latour’s theory that “things also have 

                                                 
7 Co-authored by Nishat Awan, Tatjana Schneider, and Jeremy Till. Spatial Agency: Other 

Ways of Doing Architecture. Published by Routledge, June 2011. 
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agency”.8 Therefore, it is worth questioning our sense of place, and the 

mechanisms of control, power and politics that help transform it. 

 
The physical and ‘ethereal forces’.  

 

The pervasiveness of technology in our society, assumes a key role in 

spaces. The appearance of smart mobile phones in 1992, 9  the 

establishment of open Wi-Fi (Wireless Internet access points) in 2009, and the 

rapid expansion of social media since the 90’s (the use of Facebook since 

2002) have enabled users to “create content, maintain and build social ties, 

have all contributed to the continued growth of social connectivity. As a 

result, there has been a grassroots revival of citizen participation in public 

affairs”.10 The use of these networks has not only provided a platform for the 

public to speak up and generate discussions but it has also become a very 

powerful tool for transforming words into action, by providing a common 

ground where mutual interests can come together and influence decision-

making, ultimately leading to possible activist participation. The intertwined 

relationship between physical and digital spaces and its utilization for social 

interaction, becomes clearer when we observe how a debate that was 

initiated on a digital network is ultimately expressed physically in the public 

square. For example, in countries where oppression has become a 

common way of governance and normal telecommunication channels 

have been compromised such as is in the case of Venezuela,11 the use of 

digital networks has provided the means to help expose what is happening 

within the country to help the local community organize and take action 

against the possibility of the formation of an imminent dictatorship.12 They 

have become a way to challenge the dominant power of state and 

media. Still, one must consider that these digital networks have their 

limitations. This same information can be used inaccurately or seen as fake 

facts. Similarly, the scrutinizing of persons published and unpublished 

information through surveillance, have in itself become a cause for 

concern. 

 

                                                 
8 Latour, Bruno. Reassembling the Social An Introduction to Actor-Network-Theory. January 

2005 
9 Simon Personal Communicator. Created by IBM. More than 15 years before Apple 

realeased the iPhone. 
10 Elmer Greg, Langlois Ganaele, Mckelvey Fenwick. The Permanent Campaign. New 

Media, New Politics. 2012. P 47 
11 CNN. Asamblea Nacional de Venezuela aprueba  acuerdo en rechazo a censura de 

medios. February 2017 
 Boyd Danah . Social Network Sites: Definition, History, and Scholarship. 2008 
12

 Bauman, Zigmunt.  From Privacy to Publicity. Re:publica 2015 session 
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Since 1968 the use of surveillance cameras has grown exponentially. They 

are part of the digital space which in turn now directly influences the 

physical configuration of our public spaces. Elaborating upon Latour’s idea 

of ‘actant’, as non-human or non-individual actors, the footage captured 

from these cameras becomes tied to various nodes within a network of 

control. This includes the cameras, the observers, the server where the 

footage is stored, and the physical space where it is being recorded. The 

use of this footage can likewise have the effect of changing the physical 

space. For example, if an illegal action takes place in a physical space and 

the camera records it, then those entities who are responsible for this space 

can respond to it, assigning more guards to watch and/or increasing the 

light in that specific area to make it ‘safer’. It is also capable of changing 

the behavior of the users (actors) and their social interaction in that area. 

The perception of being exposed creates either an affinity or repulsion 

towards that space. Nowadays, those communities which have evolved 

because of physical relationships whether it be in pubs, churches, bars, 

coffee shops, etc. are being replaced by communities started online13.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PIGEONS AND HUMANS: 

A Conversation with Flakey Jake (an occasional visitor to SPC in Greenwich) 

Conversation during one of the Wednesday’s meetings. 
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The neighbors had complained many times and now any possibility to use 

my closest and favorite public square was gone. The sweet smell of the 

grass and flowers was gone. There was no longer any movement of people, 

but I was reluctant to give up the space. My sense of belonging and 

attachment to this place was stronger than that. This was a part of the 

neighborhood, a part of my past, a place I had been coming to almost my 

entire life. “I really have nothing against pigeons, I am an animal lover, so I 

respect them, but I also think there should be a clear separation between 

humans and animals”. That is, “their wild nature should be respected, and 

often our spaces can be shared, but just as often these two things do not 

belong together”. Neighbors complained that the square was now the 

pigeon's kingdom, transformed by this white pile of excrement. The reason? 

The few people who fed them continuously. We contacted the Municipal 

Council but the response we received took forever to arrive, and when it 

did it was not what we expected. Apparently, we did not have any proof of 

those people encouraging the pigeons, only a white square as evidence. 

We pointed out that the footage being captured in the square should be 

more than enough to prove our point. It could even show how many times 

we tried to explain in a friendly manner to the pigeon feeders why this 

practice should stop, but we were told that the cameras in the square were 

not there for that purpose. It is only about "keeping us safe."  One day as I 

went out from my house, I saw a guy feeding the pigeons, on instinct I took 

out my phone and started recording the scene. Here is the proof we 

needed I thought, but I was not prepared for what was coming. The guy full 

of anger just turned and punched me, making me and my phone fall. 

“What are you going to do with that video? he shouted. You did not ask for 

my permission.” 

 

The CCTV cameras in this instance had allowed the public space as a 

space of conflict to survive. Spaces of conflict are important in the life of 

the city, so has the surveillance camera now normalized as part of our 

everyday life, where as long as we cannot see who watches we do not 

seem to care.  
 

4- SURVEILLANCE 
 

Surveillance focuses on the monitoring of the behavior and activities of 

groups, or specific individuals. As part of this effort, it can involve all of the 

senses including watching (CCTV cameras and video cameras), listening 

(microphones, bugged cellphones, TV’s), smelling (dogs searching for 

explosives and drugs), or tracking hidden interests (Internet). It is worth 

briefly exploring the history of surveillance and the different ways it has 

developed and been used to retain and collect information in an effort to 

better understand its current place in society. 
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History of surveillance 
 

The Panopticon was an idea that was originally developed by Jeremy 

Bentham after being challenged by his brother Samuel to resolve the 

problem of a non-productive factory system in Russia. He did so, by 

arranging his workforce in a circle and sitting in the middle of the factory so 

that he could see and control what everyone was doing. Used as a 

powerful surveillance concept, he then focused on the building of a 

circular prison, with each cell adjacent to the next, following the curve and 

locating a tower in the center from where the supervisor could monitor the 

inmates without being visible to them. Bentham stated that the inmates 

would, in this type of dwelling or as he called it the Panopticon, feeling that 

they were under constant surveillance and would therefore positively 

modify their behavior during their incarceration so as not to be punished. 

He also believed that such a system would prevent recidivism on the part of 

the inmates, as well as being a deterrent for others. 

    
View of the panopticon, illustrating Bentham’s design. Photo from Cubicle as Panopticon. 

May 2013 

 

This iconic reference in the history of surveillance, was further explored by 

George Orwell in his fictional novel Nineteen Eighty-Four, 14  where the 

physical structure of the Panopticon, now became an electrical television 

screen that makes everything visible and audible. In his scenario, the means 

of surveillance has now been changed from a physical edifice to one 

which is now there electronically; replacing the loudspeaker of the 

                                                 
14 Orwell, George. Nineteen Eighty-Four.1949  
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supervisor in the Panopticon, with the constantly repeating of “Big Brother is 

watching you”. We can fast forward to today, and the display of signs 

proclaiming “CCTV in operation, these premises are under constant video 

surveillance”. 
 

“...The panopticon must not be understood as a dream building: it is the 

diagram of a mechanism of power reduced to its ideal form."15 Looking 

through this lens of Michel Foucault, seems clear his concern about the 

notion of power. The power that entities of control such as governments 

have, to discipline and reform citizens by depriving them of their freedom 

through watching. His approach helped fore front much of the discussion 

about the use of surveillance up to and including modern times. In his world, 

the public viewing of executions could (should) be used as a means to instill 

fear in the observer and further reduce crime. In his view, this was a means 

for further controlling classrooms all organized by grades, hospital wards 

classified by disease or use, and battlefield dispositions by rank and skill. 

Orwell’s dystopian vision and Foucault’s perceptions and these early 

discussions about surveillance and their use, are to this day, still having an 

impact on society and the development of spaces in the city. 

   

Public spaces  
 

The relationship between humans and their surroundings has greatly 

influenced the evolution of spaces. Rogers defined public spaces as “the 

sites of social interaction and active citizenship, in which personal identities 

are constructed through unmediated human contact, educating the city-

dweller about the ‘other’ and teaching true urbanity”16 . Serving many 

social purposes and providing a variety of activities such as performance, 

tourism, public markets, begging, and cultural activities, public spaces help 

to encourage identity preservation, and if developed in the right way can 

promote civic engagement. The use of public places empowers the 

interaction and connection of its citizens, representing opportunities for the 

common good of the city17. Research has shown that the social integration 

generated in public spaces, contributes to a sense of community and the 

improvement of citizen’s wellbeing by increasing their feelings of safety and 

security.18  Having this in mind, one can suggest as a hypothesis that the use 

of public spaces is strongly related to the agency of surveillance and that 

                                                 
15 Foucault, Michel. Discipline and Punish. 1975 
16  Rogers, 1998; Lofl and, 2000. Defining a Public: The Management of Privately Owned 

Public Space. 
17 Burden, Amanda. How public spaces make cities work. TED talk. March 2014  
18 Francis, Jacinta. Creating sense of community: The role of public space. July 2012 
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as such it needs to offer, a place of: integration, social exchange, safety, 

and openness for different activities. In such a situation, the use of CCTV 

cameras could be seen as a positive influence for promoting the use of a 

given space, by helping to increase the public’s perception of it being safe; 

even though there are those who would maintain that the very presence of 

these cameras could raise the consciousness  that the space is dangerous 

or threatening. Perception of safety can add value to social participation 

whilst it may alienate others.19 
 

Fear has become a great motivator to shape decisions, 20  people’s 

sociability, and publicness of places in the city.21 The narrative of safety has 

become an effective mechanism for dominant control. Can my proposition 

of surveillance as a mechanism to record and collate evidence for social 

benefit become a counter narrative surveillance as safety requires. The 

current narrative of safety leads to policies to avoid ‘undesirables’ leading 

to reducing the number of benches and trees in a public space or public 

facilities. 

 
Internet  
 
History of the Internet 

 

The Internet was first developed as a military research project by the United 

States, which has bloomed into a global network of 3.5 billion users and 

which continues to substantially grow each and every year.22 It brings to its’ 

users a broad set of benefits, including cross-border interaction, world 

networks, and enormous access to information, each of which plays a key 

role in the building of a global society. “Internet increases sociability, civic 

engagement, and the intensity of family and friendship relationships, in all 

cultures”, 23  it goes in the opposite direction of isolating people, it can 

engage and reinforce a sense of community, relationships are thus 

reconstructed and the interaction can ultimately transcend itself into the 

local, physical space.  

 
Internet landscape  

                                                 
19 Lomell Mork Heidi, Sætnan Rudinow Ann, and Wiecek Carsten.Controlling CCTV in Public 

Spaces: Is Privacy the (Only) Issue? Reflections on Norwegian and Danish observations. 

2004 
20 Wilson Robert Evans Jr. Fear vs. Power 
21 Crichton, Michael, State of Fear , Harper Collins Publishers,NYNY, 2004, P, 453-454. 
22 National Economic Council and Office of Science and Technology Policy. A strategy for 

American innovation. October 2015 
23 Castells, Manuel. The impact of the internet on society: A Global Perspective. MIT 

Technology Review. September 8, 2014 
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The Internet landscape can be divided into two fields, which are generally 

categorized as being the World Wide Web or clear net and the dark net. 

For the purpose of this thesis, both will be viewed as discrete, individual 

territories. The clear net is part of the World Wide Web can have a very low 

base of anonymity characterized by the ability to trace any IP address 

(Internet Protocol address, numerical label assigned to each device) of the 

user, and their activities24. The clear net, despite its relatively reduced size, 

can ultimately expose the user to innumerable vulnerabilities. According to 

Bruce Schneier, identity theft, fraud, the spamming of emails, and a lack of 

privacy are just some of the major weaknesses of this powerful tool. In 2016, 

cybercrime in some fashion, affected 60 to 80% of all users.25  

In an effort to reduce this problem, the use of VPN services (virtual power 

network) have gained popularity as a means of getting a level of 

anonymity and protection using the clear net, when connecting to any 

Internet network.  

 

On the other hand, the dark net represents what lies on the other side of the 

Internet landscape. Here we venture beyond the familiar world of Google, 

Gmail and Amazon and proceed to “the idea of more than a particular 

place: an underworld set apart, yet connected to the internet we inhabit, a 

world of ‘higher level but not entire’ freedom and anonymity, and here 

users say and do what they like, uncensored, unregulated, and outside 

society’s norms”. 26  It is hundreds of times larger than the clear net. 

According to Akino Chikada, the dark net webservers, web surfers, and 

website publishers can have a higher level of anonymity than the clear net, 

and any type of content can be found. Nowadays more than 2.5 million 

people access Tor (The Onion Router), which is the free software that 

enables a certain level of anonymous communication. Originally 

developed in the mid-90s by the United States Naval intelligence project. 

On a daily basis, people from different backgrounds, activists, politicos, 

criminals, and everyday users navigate to a place, where activities are 

generally untraceable, resources could remain hidden and any type of 

dangerous or sensitive information can be accessed. In a TED talk about the 

dark net, Jamie Bartlett describes a colossal, notorious, yet strangely familiar 

site with high-resolution pictures of different products, of detailed 

description and price.27 Each transaction works the same as in the clear 

                                                 
24 11Chikada, Akino. The Deep web, the dark net and Bitcoin 
25Hackmageddon. http://www.hackmageddon.com/2016/08/18/july-2016-cyber-attacks-

statiscs/. July 2016, accessed November 2016 
26 Barlett, Jamie. The Dark Net. William Heinemann, 2014, p. 3. 
27 Barlett, Jamie. How the mysterious dark net is going mainstream. TED Global London. 

June, 2015. 

http://www.hackmageddon.com/2016/08/18/july-2016-cyber-attacks-statiscs/
http://www.hackmageddon.com/2016/08/18/july-2016-cyber-attacks-statiscs/
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net, one can purchase any item, but the currency is not a traceable credit 

card, but instead the crypto currency Bitcoin (digital currency). The product 

in turn will be delivered on time, because to remain viable, these online 

stores depend on good reviews, as their reputation is the ground that 

harvests the trust of their users. The dark net plays host to many fraudulent 

practices and provides aegis to much illegal information. However, to be 

fair, everything on the dark net isn’t always shady and obscure. Here amidst 

these murky practices, you can also find social media, activism, software, 

books, etc.  It is by its’ very nature contradictory, “The Dark Net is nothing 

more than a mirror of society. Distorted, magnified and mutated by the 

strange and unnatural conditions of life online – but still recognizable by 

us”.28  

 
Privacy  

 

The classification of spaces is based on the activities and the rights that 

citizens have in each of them. In today’s modern society, the line between 

public and private spaces have become blurred. Private and intimate 

activities are now held in public spaces and vice versa. Private 

conversations can be held whether one is physically present within a public 

square, or digitally texting a written conversation. Correspondingly, we also 

perform activities in private spaces such as, publishing and posting 

information online, while connecting to a public Wi-Fi or having a webcam 

at home that records and places live footage publicly online. 

“Privacy is the border where we draw a line between how far a society can 

intrude into our personal lives”29. New ways to violate that privacy and 

disrupt human rights have been raised. Surveillance carried out through the 

uncontrolled placement of CCTV cameras and the manipulation and profit 

obtained from online user’s data, challenges our trust in society and places 

each citizen’s rights in jeopardy. 

 

Civic use, the law and technological implementation within those spaces 

are often unclear. Video surveillance technologies are deployed with the 

purpose of monitoring in each space. Closed circuit television (CCTV), are 

increasingly used in public spaces, private institutions, business, hospitals, 

and schools. The footage captured represents a powerful source of 

information for the watchers. It represents more than just what the lens 

captures. It provides all manner of data, which upon deeper analysis can 

further intrude on our privacy and give power to those controlling those 

platforms.  

 

                                                 
28 Barlett, Jamie. The Dark Net. William Heinemann, 2014, p. 239. 
29 CryptoParty. https://www.cryptoparty.in/cygnet 
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Bauman questions the perception that people currently have around 

privacy and its importance from a different point view. He refers to it as an 

issue caused by one’s fear to be excluded or left alone, and the anxiety of 

not belonging to society30. This might be related to the fact of people 

dealing with entities of control, permit the analyzing and classifying of their 

personal information, as the price to be paid to have a place in society. This 

fear of being neglected and unseen, would for instance, help explain 

people’s impulses to keep posting and using social media. This need to feel 

connected and be a part of a network supersedes the possible 

repercussions and drawbacks of allowing the scrutiny of our privacy. By 

voluntarily posting and sharing one’s personal information, everyone 

becomes an active participant of surveillance. People’s rights of privacy 

are now no longer just being questioned by external controlling entities like 

governments, but those same rights are likewise being shaped and 

compromised by their being willing participants through the process of 

sharing. 

 
Human rights and privacy 
 

Human rights (HR) are not privileges. They can neither be granted nor 

revoked, they are inalienable and universal, protecting our equality in life, 

guaranteeing people’s freedom and allowing mankind to progress through 

life with fairness and dignity. Everyone is ‘inherently entitled’ to these rights 

merely because he or she is a human being, without regard to one’s 

ethnicity, cultural background, social class, or location, as stated in 1948 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

  

Unfortunately, human rights are being constantly abused and ignored all 

over the world. Without the necessary legal support in each country, 

enforcing these rights, are hard and often weak and ineffective. Thus, those 

UN bodies who are in charge of protecting Human Rights are solely 

relegated to monitoring and investigating violations. They are not 

empowered to force states to change their policies or compensate victims. 

Active citizens would be more effective in demanding such laws than the 

UN currently.  

 

Privacy is one of those essential rights. It provides each person the possibility 

to set up barriers in different situations which have the potential to interfere 

or jeopardize one’s life. This private limit is managed by each person to help 
                                                 
30Bauman Zygmunt. From Privacy to Publicity. Re:publica. 2015 
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control who has access to our personal life, bodies, places, information and 

communications. Each individual should have the ability to make decisions 

regarding her/his privacy every day, including having the freedom to 

welcome into their lives (or not) whoever they approve.  Privacy is to be 

respected, it should within appropriate limits take precedent over the 

power of the state and commerce. Technology today comes with better 

possibilities to manage our privacy, nevertheless there also exists the ability 

to potentially surveil without limits. These capabilities may in turn have a 

negative effect on various groups, societies and individuals, as they can be 

overused to exploit people’s information and ultimately undermine their 

human rights. Such is the example of the “Edward Snowden case”, the 

former American CIA consultant who leaked important documentation 

revealing the existence of a large-scale, top-secret surveillance project 

which violated the rights and privacy of citizens to the extreme.31. This same 

trove of information provided additional information regarding Great 

Britain’s tapping into fiber optic cables around the globe 32 highlighting one 

of the widest violation of human rights in modern times.  

Considering the extent of the mass surveillance that is occurring in the 

world, and as our lives become increasingly digital it might then be 
incumbent on us to take a look at our rights to digital privacy. There should 

be no difference between online and offline privacy.33 That is, in much the 

same way the police are prohibited from going into someone’s home, 

search and take their belongings, and hold on to them for as long they 

deemed necessary, government and private agencies should not be 

allowed to access and take all your communications including your emails, 

Facebook posts, etc. in the advent that at some point in the future there 

might be a reason to look at them. However, it should be noted that at this 

point in time, there is no specific law that prohibits them from doing so.  

 

 5- METHODS OF SURVEILLANCE 
 
CCTV Cameras 

 

The increasing expansion of surveillance in public spaces, offices, factories, 

etc. has become generally accepted by the public. It has for the most part 

become so embedded into our daily lives that it is seen as but an extension 

of our normalized world. However there exists another more threatening 

side to the use of Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras. One can via 

                                                 
31 Snowden, Edward. https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Snowden 
32

 Franceschi – Bicchierai, Lorenzo. Masheable UK, June 2014 

33 Shotbolt, Vicki. CEO. Parent zone, making the internet work for families. Paraphrasing 

from an Interview Privacy Online. 2015 
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the Clear Network, easily see and be seen online. New ways of disrupting 

our digital safety are constantly being formulated. Criminals, governments 

and private enterprises, have progressed from just taking people’s 

information from digital sites, to observing them in their living rooms with 

their very own cameras.34 As a result, a citizen’s right to privacy is constantly 

at risk of being violated. They are unbeknownst to many, being located, 

tracked and often exploited in the process. Software such as QuiVidi is now 

being utilized to monitor the various physical, facial aspects of a subject as 

a means of determining guilt or innocence. A technology which can easily 

lead to an erroneous decision, or a misconstrued analysis of a siton. 

Moreover, we are now at the point that what was once considered sacred 

and private, namely our homes have likewise become subject to 

surveillance. Currently, almost all IP cameras come with a software that is 

pre-loaded to make remote viewing possible, this practice in turn makes all 

users vulnerable. “The problem is that when the software for these devices is 

loaded by the camera manufacturers, each camera is given the same 

default username and password”35. As a result, many people are caught 

unaware that access to their camera is now open to everyone. "Any 

insecure embedded device connected to the Internet is a potential target, 

but organizations don’t seem to realize that this includes their CCTV 

system”.36 Consequently this often-overwhelming pace of new technology, 

ends up creating a gap in the knowledge and awareness of its users. The 

evolutionary speed with which new technology is being implemented, 

often outpaces society's understanding of their total implication. As a result, 

the need to work collectively and keep society informed becomes 

essential. In an effort to combat the intruding use of surveillance, different 

groups and organizations are now working with the aim of defending the 

human rights of citizens. The London based organization, Privacy 

International is helping to investigate and expose the secret world of 

government surveillance and those agencies (public and private) that help 

enable them to spy on us. 

 

 

BUT I JUST TOLD YOU 

A conversation with a colleague on 

March 2017, in Umeå, Sweden. 
 

                                                 
34 https://www.insecam.org/en/byrating/ 
35 Allan, Jason. How to prevent a camera hacking. April 14, 2015 
36

Tierney, Andrew. The majority of CCTV cameras can be easily hacked. Betanews. March 

2016. 
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She could not decide what was better, she felt uncomfortable either way, 

standing, sitting, or lying, something was just wrong. After blaming the “hard 

and repellent chair, the exaggerated and extreme exercising at the gym, 

the super heavy food, the loud and annoying people, or just life”, she 

realized that the increasing stress due to the growing pile of work filling up 

the to do list was the main reason for her discomfort. After trying all of the 

various positions, she decided standing was helping just a bit, but at this 

point, that little bit was very much appreciated. Talking with her at work 

from my workstation to hers, in front of the still clicking computer, the topic 

lent itself to conversation. 

“Don’t you get tired of standing?” I said. 

“I saw a new kind of resting carpet, apparently, they are soft enough to 

receive your weight and help the circulation if you are standing. You might 

want to try that as well”, I said. “Really, I’ve never heard of it, maybe it 

would help. I’ll look it up later” she answered as she flexed her legs seeking 

relief. 

 

She arrived home, hugged her cat as usual, had dinner and decided to 

enjoy some social media minutes so she could isolate her brain from the 

exhausting day of work, she entered Facebook, and was surprised that the 

first suggestion heading her timeline was the resting carpet that her friend 

had suggested to her. There it was, like magic, without even having to 

search for it. The caring, thoughtful Facebook had saved her all this time by 

offering her what they had been previously discussing. “Wait a minute, we 

had been talking in person, face to face, how did Facebook know what 

was said in private?” 

  

 
Internet of Things (IoT) 

 

In the light of recent and violent events, surveillance has become a red flag 

for those who would pursue more radical and ominous actions. As a result, 

in numerous countries legislation practically encourages new forms of 

surveillance, and under the shield provided by these laws, governments 

have developed new ways to acquire data. Some of these seem almost 

Orwellian. WikiLeaks just exposed, how Smart TV’s can record and upload 

information while in a false “off” mode. It is not just Smart TVs that are ripe 

for this kind of abuse, you can now add homes, all sorts of appliances, cars, 

etc. that can now be connected to the same wireless network. 

Communicating and exchanging data. Monitoring our behavior and 

transforming it into easily stored data that is ripe for abuse. Big Brother is 

indeed watching, and hearing, he has in fact become our reality. Even 

people that claim to have nothing to hide might be uncomfortable when 

being observed in their own homes. Having to face public exposure is in of 
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itself a sufficient punishment regardless of whether they do, or do not, have 

something to hide from the government. That such information might 

ultimately end up in a government computer, whether captured legally or 

not, creates a situation where the average citizen is at the mercy of 

government. Forcing them to trust that this information will not be utilized 

against them in some fashion, at some future point in time.   

People are constantly being encouraged to trust, it’s just that nowadays 

global dynamics demand people to trust their vital information to intangible 

things, whether it be a government agency or a private enterprise. In the 

past, physical entities delivered a message of security to their clients. If there 

was a problem or some inconvenience, that entity was physically there and 

people had a sense of safety because it was ‘well known’ to them, whereas 

now, most of these same entities are moving to a digital platform, and we 

no longer have the comfort of their physical presence. Taxes are filed on 

line, banking is conducted without ever seeing a teller and “store” 

purchases are made at the tap of a button. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Data & Data exploitation 
 
 

YOUR STORY YOUR LABEL 

An anecdote based on personal 

perception of people’s classification 

in a day to day scenario, 

written on the London Overground from 

Cannonbury to New Cross Gate station. 
 
 
 

“Sitting on the tube, one can observe the movement and interaction of 

people. Watching their different rhythms, naturally empowered by so many 

different motives. I see each of them and picture what is beyond physical, 

deeper, beyond their visual tangible features. 
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The lady next to me looks middle eastern, around 35 years old, seems 

worried, successful business woman style, single, surely a dog person, part of 

a big family although a cold empty flat awaits her. The kid in front of me 

might be an only child, his parents are divorced, and he knows Santa is his 

mom. 

An 85-year-old man speaks up saying how proud he is of his grandchildren, 

they all studied and are now stable, working in different companies, he 

narrates his life when he was young and advises the young man next to him 

he should enjoy life, “it happens so fast” he said in a broken, nostalgic 

voice. Behind that thought, might be a lonely self, desperately wanting to 

be heard, his actions reflecting more than one can guess. All of their 

identities hidden from, my eyes, but clear in my imagination.” 

 

 

 

It is part of our essence to classify groups and label them in order to better 

process information and people. That is the way surveillance operates, 

using software and algorithms ‘government agencies and private 

companies access and synthesize our data, they take on the power to 

novelize our lives. Their profiles of our behavior are semi-fictional stories, 

pieced together from the digital traces we leave as we go about our day. 

No matter how many articles we read about this process, grasping its 

significance is no easy thing, understanding the weird experience of being 

the target of all this surveillance, and embracing how we are perceived as 

characters in semi-true narratives constructed by algorithms and data 

analysts’.37  

 

This built-up profile determines our digital-self and it is relied upon even more 

than the ‘offline-self’.  Everything we do on a daily basis is transformed into 

data, providing information that can be collected and used to build up a 

profile of our digital identity, labeling and classifying each individual from 

common features. This process of data mining can and is used to both 

positive and negative effects. Devices such as CCTV cameras improve our 

security, while mobile phones provide through geographic location, 

services like Waze or Google, but they can just as easily be used to control 

and track our public and private moments. In Ukraine at the beginning of 

2014, during peaceful protests thousands of people received the same text 

message, “Dear subscriber, you are registered as a participant in a mass 

disturbance”38. Suddenly people are aware they are being tracked and 

                                                 
37 Senior Editor at Triple Canopy, Sam Frank MEDIATIONS. Art & Design Agency and 

Participation in Public Space. Royal College of Art 
38 Shaun Walker and Oksana Grytsenko. Text messages warn Ukraine 

protesters they are 'participants in mass riot'. The guardian. 2014 
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observed, and that their participation has now been recorded. Now the 

question becomes, “What is the government’s motive for its use of these 

devices? Is it to defuse the protests, or as a means of provocation? How 

might people change their methods of engagement in future protests, or 

even their use of public spaces in the future? There are times, when people 

wish to remain anonymous, or at least have the ability to not be 

permanently recorded. Moreover, there is a growing public concern that 

because they are rapidly losing their ability to move about the city without 

being monitored, they are in turn losing their freedom. 

 

 

6- SOCIETY 

 
In the 60’s, Marshall McLuhan described global society39 as being structured 

by groups that are constantly interacting socially and that mutually share 

culture, economy, experiences, geography, and networks on a global 

scale. According to him, systems expand and can be shared among 

several nations. The global economy involves the consideration of resources 

like oil on a global scale. Similarly, culture assumes a global significance 

through the sharing of art, films, and exhibitions. Correspondingly, 

governments and international organizations such as the United Nations, 

with their need for constant communication when conducting world affairs 

likewise form the basis of a global community. “Across the global village 

people have reached out and transcended their neighborhood. They are 

involved in complex community networks stretching across cities, nations, 

and oceans. Yet the ease with which telecommunications connect friends 

of friends may also increase the density of interconnections within already 

existing social clusters”40 

 

 
Trustful & caring societies 

 

In the book “Liars and Outliers: Enabling the Trust that Society Needs to 

Thrive” 41 , the author notes that trust and trustworthiness can evolve in 

societies where people interact anonymously with one another, by going 

from individual trust, to systems and finally to entire societies. “Security exists 

                                                 
39 3McLuhan, Marshall. The Gutenberg Galaxy: The Making of Typographic Man (1962) and 

Understanding Media (1964) 
40Wellman Barry. The network community: An introduction to networks and global village. 

2017 
41 Schneier, Bruce. (Cryptographer, security specialist, and writer)   Liars and Outliers: Enabling the Trust 
that Society Needs to Thrive (1). Somerset, US: Wiley, 2012. 
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to facilitate trust”. 42   Society goes at a pace that is led by different 

elements: systems, people, and institutions, all of which function on 

trustworthiness.  On a daily basis people trust that they will be able to move 

from one place to another safely, institutions trust that they will be able to 

protect their clients in order to maintain their reputation, and systems trust 

that they can keep working as fast as possible so that people are able to 

rely on them. However, what happens if one of these entities fails? What will 

enable people to take that trusting leap again? “Society runs on trust, we 

all need to trust that the random people we interact with will cooperate. 

Not to trust completely, not to trust blindly, but instead being reasonably 

sure (whatever that means) that our trust is well-founded and they will be 

trustworthy in return (whatever that means)”43.  

 

Humans can be visualized as interconnected actors within a network. 

Ultimately, the performance of this network will depend directly on the 

readiness and the reaction of these actors. The breaking or establishing of 

trust in society could likewise be seen as a chain effect. If for example, one 

person decides to break that belief, the rest of society could then 

subsequently hesitate to keep trusting. This in turn, could eventually lead to 

the rejection of sound ideas simply based on the notion of a lack of societal 

confidence. A refusal to pay taxes because we do not know where the 

money ends up going, could ultimately lead to a dysfunctional 

government. However as seen from another perspective, people 

maintaining a belief in the benefits of sharing information online, has led to 

numerous apps and programs which facilitate our lives. The more people 

become aware of how and which data is shared, they could consequently 

find ways of doing it safely, confirming their belief in the network.  

 

 
SECTION III: FRAMEWORK 

 
Experiment framework 

 

Through the use of civic engagement and interviews, a critical, exploratory, 

experimental design emerges from the “research through design” method.  

 

The dissemination of knowledge and the sharing of skills is the “cement” 

that enables this platform to maintain its balance between access and 

                                                 
42 Ash, Alec. Bruce Schneier on Trust.  February 23, 2012. 
www.schneier.com/news/archives/2012/02/bruce_schneier_on_tr.html 
(Accessed 2016-10-15). 
43 Schneier, Bruce. Liars and Outliers : Enabling the Trust that Society Needs to Thrive (1). Somerset, US: 
Wiley, 2012. ProQuest ebrary. Web. 25 November 2016. 
Copyright © 2012. Wiley. 
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trust. It is the tool that provides the necessary support to help the public 

analyze, critique and question the realities of digital spaces. Physical public 

spaces become less about consumption and more about critical 

questioning. Knowledge is power when oriented to particular paths of 

action, helping to provide the confidence to confront the realities posed by 

the new physical and digital challenges; aiding and giving understanding 

to this new definition of the role of surveillance.  

I initially began the exploration of surveillance in the North of Sweden. The 

city of Umeå has a density of 121.032 inhabitants and is the biggest city in 

Norrland. As part of this initial approach, the different online public places 

with open CCTV cameras were mapped. Ultimately to be used during the 

conversation enabler stages.  

The setting up of a sign questioning trust, forced some common concerns to 

pop out from the resulting conversations, indicating a general lack of 

awareness about this issue.  Why are they recording us? Where and how is 

this information being used? Is it legal? Were just some of the expressed 

concerns. 

 

Through the process of verbally engaging the public, it became evident 

that there was a general lack of awareness on their part, as to how 

surveillance is intertwined with their lives. This gave rise to the idea that there 

was an obvious need for collaboration between citizens and experts. Each 

sharing and learning from the other, and thus making it more 

approachable. Through the utilization of this methodology, we can assist 

the public in transforming their outlook on the way they look at daily 

‘innocent’ activities like going to a public square and being watched. 

Ultimately seeking, questioning and acting to protect their identities. 
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Photo from open CCTV camera online in Umeå, Sweden. In the circle the sign questioning 

trust. 

 

 

Moving the research to London (the most surveilled city in the world), the 
thesis evolved in collaboration with James Stevens, the founder of SPC44, a 

space formed in 2001 a home for digital DIY infrastructure projects, open 

source software, file-sharing, peer to peer experiments and the adoption of 

locally hosted network services. 

 

In an effort to promote collaboration and dialogue various agencies 

including Bitspace and Deckspace, were utilized as open spaces to help 

the project ‘bake and experiment’.  They helped provide the opportunity 

for different disciplines to come together during these meetings. Another 

asset to the project was the involvement of the talented artist ‘Yoshi’.45 Who 

came to these meetings every Wednesday with new, exciting findings to 

share knolwedge. Through his efforts, we were able to explore the different 

possibilities of the camera lens and their implications for this research. 

 

During the course of these events, a series of parallel workshops were held 

described below. At these workshops, information and knowledge about 

people’s awareness of surveillance was collected from citizens, including 

input as to CCTV locations. These locations were then mapped and utilized 

                                                 
44

 Spc.org 

45 https://yoshizen.wordpress.com/ 
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as a means to initiate conversations about surveillance with the public at 

large. The first workshop was held in collaboration with James Stevens. 

 
Workshop  

Location: Tate Modern.  

Date: 04 of March 2017 

                    
Title: 

Does Surveillance care?  

 
Description: 

As part of today's tracked society, our rights and privacy are in jeopardy, 

but we can do something about it. Come and learn how? Come and join 

the discussion on who should watch whom?  

 
Questions during the workshop: 

 

1- Describe areas in your neighborhood that are being watched. What do 

you think about that? 

2- What kind of activities are held there? 

3- Besides security reasons, what do you think these cameras should be 

watching? Why?  

4- What values do you think are being promoted there? 

5-Who do you think should be watching this footage? 

6-Where do you go to be seen? 
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Workshop outcomes: 
 

Different approaches were utilized during the course of this workshop. 

Approximately 35 attendants and passerby’s were engaged, the majority of 

them expressing the fact that they were not fully aware of the diverse ways 

their privacy and rights were being breached. 

During these discussions, opinions such as “I have nothing to hide, or “they 

would not care about my information” were often stated, but then after 

further discussion, the conversation transformed into “who are those who 

watch us, and algorithms that do not care who we are. We are not 

important, we are not perceived as people, our profile is automatic, existing 

even when nobody looks at it; however, the day someone decides to take 

a look, my profile becomes the record of my life.” 

 

At the end of the workshop, the attendees voted whether they thought that 

surveillance could be of better use to the public with greater transparency 

and scrutiny by communities. Everyone but one person voted YES. From this 

idea, a prototype to approach and keep enabling discussions emerged, 

the ‘Mobile Participatory Surveillance’. 
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Mobile participatory surveillance  

 

 
Olympic Park, London.  Moments before security asked me to leave arguing, “This is private land 

and you need permission to be here.”  

 

The mobile participatory surveillance stage, has been designed to enable 

conversations and debates regarding the use of surveillance and the public 

space. The idea is to: 

 

- Communicate with the public, how we have been and continue to be 

exposed to surveillance, by visually engaging citizens, through physical 

interaction; 

- Help them reach a greater understanding of surveillance, as part of an 

effort to increase their knowledge, so that they in turn can further 

disseminate this information to others; 

- Initiate debate about how to best implement a system for regaining 

public spaces in the city to be used as public assets (As part of the effort 

to implement this plan, a structure on wheels which consists of a CCTV 

camera, secret screen, with an internet connection, will be employed 

when moving about various public spaces where CCTV cameras are in 

use). This footage will be posted online so that it may be accessed by 

people who have become or would like to be involved in the project; 
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- Allow (through the use of this ‘By all system’) the public the ability to 

physically engage with surveillance, as a means of helping them to better 

understand what happens, or could happen with their information;  

- Assist people in understanding the implications of blindly placing their trust 

in government and helping them to think about the possible repercussions 

of what happens or could happen to our information, when we end up in 

front of the lens of a CCTV camera on the street. 

-  

 

6- CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

 

 
Does Surveillance care?  

 

Generates an educational and dissemination platform that focuses on 

consequences of technology and surveillance in today’s societies. It aims to: 

- Consider the different opportunities of civic development in the city. 

- Return to the public realm a benefit that so far has been used mainly for 

control.   

- Gather evidence for social benefit as concrete material for community 

negotiation 

- Design spaces, that negotiate perceptions of safety to increase their use, 

conflicts, and possibilities for local people.  

 

Digital spaces are often seen as a reflection of physical spaces and vice versa, 

possibly becoming one space. Because the boundaries between private and 

public spaces continue to blur, the management form of surveillance needs to 

be redesigned. 

The methodology for the implementation of “Does Surveillance Care?” is 

divided into two phases. The “Critique & Do” phase, which involves the 

knowledge sharing and exposing implications of technology and  surveillance 

and the “By all” phase, where I propose a self managed independent 

surveillance structure aiming at constructing the counter narrative to ‘safety'. 
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Critique & Do  

 

As an educational phase, ‘Critic & Do’ empowers this platform delivering tools 

and exposing the realities and issues already mentioned.  Communities can 

have both a critical and active role. The ‘critique and do’ stimulates this 

exploration by opening up the discussion and disseminating the benefits and 

drawbacks of surveillance using various dynamic formats that are easy for 

people to grasp. ‘Does Surveillance Care’ platform, can be made more 

approachable, through performance, activism, artists, citizens, hackers, all in an 

effort to provide conditions for discussion, participation, and interaction, 

ultimately leading to local solutions away from pure focus on ‘safety’.  

 

This knowledge provides the community with the necessary understanding for 

protecting their rights. The more aware we are collectively, the more we can 

help to protect each other.” The integration of people from these different 

disciplines to “critique” and encourage the “do” will greatly enrich the 

approach and orientation of the ‘critique & do’, and the possible integration of 

a multidisciplinary network in the future, that could create a movement to 

expose the agency of surveillance.    
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By All System 

 

‘By All’ aims to create the possibility for a communal use of surveillance. 

 

The ‘By All’ System concentrates on collecting necessary evidence, collectively 

agreed on by local community to claim or re-appropriate urban spaces as 

public assets as resistance to current privatization trends. Using technology as a 

tool to gather evidence, as a method for proposing and testing alternative uses 

of space in the different areas of the neighborhood 
 

                 
  

 

 
Meeting future collaborators 
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Collaboration is crucial for the development of ‘Does surveillance care?’ 

Therefore different meetings and interviews were held, involving potential actors 

in the network of collaborators.  

 
Zach Lieberman 
 

New York-based artist, researcher, hacker that is dedicated to exploring new 

models of expression, he has held residencies at Ars Electronica Futurelab, 

Eyebeam, Dance Theater Workshop, Hangar Center in Barcelona, and has 

exhibited in different venues. During this meeting ideas for future collaboration 

involving human interaction and technology with respect to exposing privacy 

breaches were discussed, suggesting possible new and different actors that 

could also take part.  

 
Adam Greenfield 
 

American writer and urbanist, based in London.  

Passionate advocate for the human-centered design of technological systems. 

He is the author of Everyware: The dawning age of ubiquitous computing (2006), 

Urban computing and its discontents (2007, with Mark Shepard) and the 

forthcoming The city is here for you to use. 

He teaches at New York University’s Interactive Telecommunications Program 

Outcomes: The exploration of surveillance as a generic technology  

 
Stefanie Posavec 

 

A London-based Designer that uses data as her favored medium. She tends to 

work with projects that involve language, and runs different workshops using 

hand-crafted data visualizations. She has exhibited at MOMA and has been 

commissioned by the Southbank center. 

 

30 Birds. Mehrdad Seyf 

London based writer, director and artist, founder of 30Birds in 1996, with 

numerous theather credits, he also creates multi-disciplinary and site-specific 

performance work, collaborating with visual artists, architects, dancers and 

practitioners from non-artistic disciplines.  

 

 

 

7- UNDERSTANDING THE CONTEXT 
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London is the most surveilled city in the world, and it is here in the neighborhood 

of Bow, that I have attempted to explore how this community could take 

ownership of an alternative CCTV system. One in which the footage from the 

cameras could be used to look after potential public assets and support spaces 

deemed valuable, so as to avoid their being privatized in the future.  

 
SECTION IV: DESIGN PROPOSAL 

 

8- THE BOW AND ROMAN ROAD 

 
The Bow area is part of the London’s borough Tower Hamlets, located at the 

East of the city of London, according to the Census 2001-2011 it has 254.000 

inhabitants. The demographic infrastructure of the borough of Tower Hamlets is 

characterized by 32% of Bangladeshi population, and the 77% of non- white 

British46.  

 

The Bow. Delimited boundary 

 

                                                 
46 http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/ 
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The Roman Road Neighborhood forum submitted a boundary area proposal, 

which after eight months of consultation was accepted. The area has various 

actors looking after its development, working collaboratively to implement a 

number of positive social changes including: 

 

 The Roman Road Trust (this organization serves the economic and 

communal development of the local residents and businesses of Bow and 

its high street Roman Road and Roman Road Market). The Trust has 

initiated the Roman Road Bow Neighborhood Plan, which focuses on the 

urban planning of the area); 

 Social Streets (a non-profit community interest company that specializes in 

the field of civic community regeneration, aiming to increase community 

participation and social impact through the creation of a digital identity. 

It was founded by local Tabitha Stapely, who is a key actor in this network 

of caring.  

 Roman Road London (an organization that updates events, activities, and 

news about the area, in an effort to promote interest in the community 

and to help with the integration of the neighborhood. Welcoming all of 

London’s people and promoting interest in the community. 

 
Tower Hamlets (the local authority) 
 

The Tower Hamlets is the entity responsible for controlling and solving the issues 

pertinent to the Bow area in the public realm. 

 
Tower Hamlets CCTV Management 
 

The footage captured by these cameras is for the management’s private use, 

under the Data Protection Act? (The legal protection of the information used by 

organizations, businesses or the government) any citizen can request access to 

the information, but it must refer to a specific case that has been previously 

evaluated and processed by the authorities. The CCTV footage must be 

provided within 40 days, and up to £10 can be charged.47 
  

Facts taken into consideration: 

 

No accurate register of CCTV cameras currently exists in the UK. The most recent 

estimate, from the British Securities Industry Association, puts the number at 

between 4 and 6 million. “Without precise numbers, it is very difficult to know 

                                                 
47 www.gov.uk 
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where cameras are located, how intrusive are they, is it worth the money spent 

on them and how effective are they?”48 

 

 The total number of cameras controlled by Tower Hamlets in 2015 is 386 

and the expenditure on CCTV was £1,845,283  49 

 Total expenditures for the operation and maintenance of fixed CCTV 

cameras was: 

- 2012 - 2013: £153,015 

- 2013 - 2014: £120,293 

- 2014 - 2015: £54,950 

Total of:        £328,258. 

 The expenditure on wages and salary for CCTV operators was: 

- 2012 - 2013: £388,958 

- 2013 - 2014: £502,989 

- 2014 - 2015: £625,078  

- Total of:        £1,517,025 
 

It is important to be aware of the above expenses, in that the proposed 

alternative use of surveillance might reveal additional funds that could 

possibly be saved, by giving use to unused, so-called ‘dangerous places’. 
 
Interviews and meetings: 
 

 -A meeting with the CCTV manager of Tower Hamlets Peter Allnutt  was 

scheduled forApril 24th, 2017 . This was cancelled by him and no other 

response was received. 

 

 -A request for a meeting with the Council has been initiated and is 

awaiting a response. 

 

 

In the collection of evidence for the development of this thesis, the 

approach and interaction with the powers of control that regulate access 

and intervene in the areas of the city is important. Unfortunately, the 

various attempts to meet and interview these key actors were suspended 

or they never responded. Evidencing their lack of transparency and 

openness towards the public.  

 

                                                 
48 Daily Telegraph, One surveillance camera for every 11 people in Britain, says CCTV survey, 

10th July 2013: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/10172298/One-surveillance-camera-for-

every-11-people-in-Britain-says-CCTVsurvey.html 
49 In April 2015 local authorities in Northern Ireland were re-organised. The report will note the 

legacy authorities which merged in each instance. Source from bigbrotherwatch.org. uk 
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EVIDENCE SCREENSHOT EMAILS SENT (IMAGE) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Issues 

 

After attending a number of meetings, several important concerns regarding 

the area were discussed including:  

 

 Car park in the heart of the neighbourhood that the community want to 

claim; 

 Existing underused car park below the surgery that needs proof of 

underuse; 

 Traffic congestion; 

 Community orchard to evidence its success ; 

 Roman Road market. Questioning its success, and raising the concern of 

gentrification in the area. 

  

All these concerns are seen as possible scenarios for “Does surveillance care?”. 

They can be utilized to support and collaborate with the various actors and 

organizations mentioned above. It was decided, that for the purpose of this 

initial proposal, the central parking lot located at Roman Road will be the 

primary site. 
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9- SITE 
 

The site lies between Roman and St. Stephen’s Roads. It is bounded by 

residential properties to the northwest and commerce to the southeast. It has 

vehicular access from the Old Ford Road and exits to Roman Road.   

 

The Roman Road car park is used from 8:30 am to 5:30 pm and has a short stay 

parking fee of: 

1 hour £ 3.60 

2 hours £ 7.20.  Sundays and public holidays are free of charge. 

The maximum stay of vehicles is 2 hours with no return within 2 hours. 

 

The surrounding area, is characterized by a range of buildings developed over 

several decades. Land use is primarily residential blocks of flats, with some 

commercial properties. Buildings to the northwest of the site are blocks of six 

story residences built around the 1970s. There are a number of public 

transportation options with easy access to the site. The Old Ford Road Bus stops 

in front of the car park and the closest underground station is Mile End Station, 

which is approximately 900 meters to the southeast of the site.  

 

The Roman Road market takes place on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturday.  

 

Observation of the car park indicated that it was often empty or had just a few 

users during the course of the day, leading to the thought that this could 

possibly be the first site where ‘Does Surveillance Care’ could be utilized. 

Mapping the movement and use of this area could help support the idea of 

using this car park for community meetings and other events, in an effort to help 

bring people from other areas of London to the Roman Road and Bow 

neighborhood. The idea being to help economically and socially, the 

community and also help establish a connection between this space and other 

regained spaces within the city. 
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Photo taken on a Tuesday, when the market was running. 

 

 

10- PROPOSAL. Does Surveillance Care? 
 

The surveillance which will be conducted at the Roman Road Car Park (RRCP), 

“Does Surveillance Care?” aims to propose an alternative system, which will 

explore a strategy to support: 

 Community self-driven control over the planning of their neighborhood. 

This will take form as a digital (online platform) and physical structure 

(‘Critique & Do’ and ‘By All’); 
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 Negotiation for the release of land by the local authority to take part and 

use of the space; 

 Civic engagement with the site and the Roman Road Trust; 

 Re-thinking and critiquing notions of safety and publicness; 

 Collection of evidence to reinvent a space; 

 Collection of evidence of spaces already in use as public assets, 

acknowledging it as valuable, and using it as evidence of success, so that 

they cannot be privatized.  

 

 

 
‘Critique & Do’ and ‘By All’ 

 

 

 

IMAGE OF THE SCHEME   

 

Members of the Roman Road Trust and their collaborators will manage the 

collection of evidence, for one year and use it to build a case for the public 

land grab. Even if the evidence collected proves that the site is fully used as a 

car park, it still enables the community to have more accurate prediction on 

economic value of the land than one told to them by local authority, the 

information collected will be an asset for the community as this design could be 

utilized for other areas within the neighborhood. 

 

Structure of the proposal: 
 

Financial model: (IMAGE) 
 

Image costs of implementation, equipment and responsible to revise the 

footage. 
 

Governance model: (IMAGE) 
 

Image of structure of community organization, cooperative and how members 

are involved. 

 

Surveillance then becomes the resource and means needed by the community 

to help develop a plan for expanding the neighbourhoods community asset. 

The negotiation of these sites, reminds the users how valuable and important 

these spaces are to the neighborhood. 

 

Using the "Surveil and Care" mobile, different conversations and debates can be 

elicited from interested passersby’s. The mobile was conceived as a educational 
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tool to help the knowledge dissemination. It encourages interaction and can be 

used as a potential public asset for the neighborhood. 

 

The mobile can be situated on one of the designated spots of the parking lot so 

people can get in touch with the proposal and to provoke familiarization with 

the agency of surveillance. During this, different challenges can emerge. 

Regulations and permissions from the Council, apathy from the citizens, data 

protection barriers, etc.  

 

Ultimately, the ‘Critique & Do’ plays a key role in making the concept of 

surveillance more approachable and creating an open public debate about its 

benefits and further helps critique what needs to be improved. 

 

 A set of installations, events and workshops are proposed, where ‘learning by 

experiencing’ can be implemented. 

 

 

DRAWING OF SPECULATIVE FUTURE SCENARIO OF THE RRCP AFTER THE RE-DESIGN 

AND IMPROVEMENT  

(Different activities, workshops, events, exhibitions, installations, fixed community 

co-working spaces, Roman Road Trust space) (IMAGE) 

 

 

This speculative view illustrates, how by caring and engaging with the space 

can be regained. The process of working collaboratively and building this 

network of actors nurtures the trust and sense of community of the users, and 

encourages the coexistence of a wide range of life-styles and living practices. 

 

Workshops: 

 

SCHEMING DIFFERENT WORKSHOPS. (IMAGE) 

 

‘Does Surveillance Care’ reveals the vulnerabilities that we are being exposed 

to on a daily basis and encourages the acquisition of different habits to protect 

our data.  

Performances: in collaboration with Think Tank, the exploration of ways to 

protect our data through performance is being utilized as a means to reduce 

and simplify this complex subject.  

Events: cultural/ art/ exhibitions. Encouraging local talents with multidisciplinary 

skills to share their knowledge and cultural habits with others, with the aim of 

encouraging social integration. 
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DRAWING DIFFERENT SOCIAL AND CULTURAL NETWORKS, RELATIONSHIPS 

BETWEEN THE USERS AND ACTORS INVOLVED. (IMAGE) 

 

 

‘Does Surveillance Care’ intervenes the study of the site, and also use the idea 
of surveillance and care through the whole process, the collected data can 

serve as almost a manual to follow to build up this proposal in a specific way, 

acknowledging the specificities of the site. Using the flow that people have 

throughout the area, when is higher, etc. All these elements build up not only 

the evidence of an unused space at the beginning but also the guidelines for a 

more accurate, less generic and welcoming public space. 

 

The proposed installation is intended to be an interactive archive where the 

exposure of this and other examples of claimed public assets could be shared, 

provoking the engagement of people in future activities, and connection of the 

sites creating a network of caring and trustful actors.  

 

 
Case studies 

These other organizations do similar work with regards to community 

involvement and surveillance. They were seen as an inspiration in developing 

the concept of ‘Does Surveillance Care’:  

 

Surveillance Players. An activist group from New York city, promoting a 

movement against surveillance, manifesting their opposition by performing 

specially adapted plays in surveilled public spaces50 

 

Complex movement. A multidisciplinary movement based in Detroit, U.S.A. 

Focuses on supporting the transformation of communities by exploring the 

connections between complex science and social justice movements through 

multimedia interactive performance work. Complex Movement engages 

communities to expand their strategies for organizing local and trans-local social 

justice issues. They move about the U.S sharing different experiences of 

community building, so locals can learn from their mistakes and likewise emulate 

their practices. Helping them to build engaged communities, run workshops, 

and sponsor events and gatherings, using a variety of classroom environments 

and civic activities. 51 

 

The “cryptoparty” initiative focuses on gathering people to participate in free 

workshops with the purpose of passing knowledge about how they can protect 

themselves in the digital world.   

                                                 
50 http://www.notbored.org/generic.jpg 
51 https://emergencemedia.org/pages/complex-movements 
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This strategy can be taken further, by bringing this information directly into the 

physical marketplace. It is in their words, time to walk out on to “Main Street” 

and raise the public’s awareness of how they’re constantly being watched in 

real time.52 This thesis aims to mark the initial point of a much longer journey, the 

proposal will be discussed and shared with the community of the Bow and 

Roman Road neighborhood, working in conjunction with the Roman Road Trust 

(which has an established, positive connection to the community and the local 

authorities). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

SECTION V: CONCLUSION 
IN PROCESS 

 
 

The use of public spaces is vital for the development of the city, they emerge 

from communication, conflict, negotiation and debate, in which relationships 

between citizens, generate trust and nurture the sense of community. The 

perception of a space as safe promotes its use, therefore the opportunity of 

encounters and interactions. The exploration of surveillance as an empowering 

tool for communities to regain spaces and the rights of the city, breaks down the 

narrative of controlling to provide security.  

 

The digital and physical realities are intertwined and might be truly accepted 

when citizens no longer fear the controlling entities behind the camera. That is, 

when communities become aware of the realities and have the knowledge to 

take a critical and active role in their neighborhoods. The balance and equal 

access to information avoid exclusion and introduce participation, 

collaboration, and understanding.  

 

This thesis is the starting point of a much longer journey, through the process of 

engagement with the Roman Road and Bow community, a "Does Surveillance 

Care?" Manual will be developed. This will contribute to furthering positive 

                                                 
52 https://www.cryptoparty.in 
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relations between the Roman Road Trust and ‘Does Surveillance Care’ with the 

aim of it being used to apply for a grant for its implementation… 
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